Evoked serial electromyography in the evaluation of the paralyzed face.
Serial evoked electromyography (EEMG) is a reliable, objective, repeatable test of facial nerve function. It is very important in the initial patient evaluation in determining percent degeneration of the facial nerve. A response of 0-20% will usually result in incomplete return of facial function while responses of 60% or better will usually result in normal function. With viral facial paralysis (Bell's palsy, herpes zoster oticus), serial EEMG after several weeks has little value in predicting the final percent recovery of facial function. If there is no EEMG response, the diagnosis of viral facial paralysis is questionable and serial tests should be done until facial function begins to return. If there is no return of facial function or EEMG responses, the diagnosis is probably a tumor and the nerve should be explored. When surgical manipulation of the facial nerve has resulted in partial facial weakness, EEMG helps predict the degree of recovery of facial function. EEMG results of 60% or better will result in normal facial function while EEMG results of 25% or less will result in incomplete return of facial function. Serial testing is not necessary in this group of patients. After transection and repair of the facial nerve, serial EEMG is of value in showing continuity of the repair. Lack of improvement in EEMG over 5-12 months and no return of facial function indicates poor prognosis.